PRINCIPAL’S REPORT

I would like to thank all parents who attended last night’s Parent Information Evening. It is always a most informative experience for new and existing parents to hear firsthand what is happening in our Junior, Middle and Senior Schools along with presentations from our Specialist teaching and consultant staff.

Our school has started the year with 404 students and 108 staff. The range of our programs is becoming quite extraordinary. It was great to hear the passion and enthusiasm from staff at last night’s information session. Parents expressed their appreciation at what was such an informative occasion.

We have been working hard at trying to relieve traffic congestion within our Heatherton Road front car park. A number of new initiatives have been implemented with good effect. On Monday, I met with Councillor Angela Long and Cameron MacLeod from the City of Greater Dandenong to observe the traffic congestion at our Heatherton Road front gate, at the close of our school day (e.g. 3.00 pm).

They are very much aware of our long term need for traffic lights and an electronic pedestrian crossing near our Heatherton Road front gate. This will be achieved in the long term. However, in the short term, a number of adjustments will be made to improve visibility at this front gate.

JOHN MOONEY
Principal

JUNIOR SCHOOL BIRTHDAYS

ALISHA L (JSI)
We will continue our study of the value Consideration next week.

Considerate people understand that others are as important as they are. They are also aware that their actions affect other people.

Thank you to all those students and staff who sent me names of some considerate people. Here are a few of them:

Mrs McLean - is always baking treats for students and staff.
Mrs Stephenson - opens up her Art room every lunchtime to give students the opportunity to do extra Art Sessions.
Lissy C. (SSF) - Lissy is always considering other people’s feelings. She is friendly and polite and goes out of her way to help others.
Mrs Williams - gives up her play times and lunch times to look after the many students who drop by the Home Economics room.
Mrs Hickox - is very considerate of the Middle School students and is always supporting those who come to her office for advice on how to improve their behaviour.

And finally
Matthew F. (MSK) - is always smiling and saying hello to everyone. Matthew makes everyone feel much happier each day as he greets everyone with his huge smile.

Considerate people make our world a much happier and peaceful place!

Who else is considerate? Please let me know the names of students or staff who show consideration to others.
JUNIOR SCHOOL STUDENTS OF THE WEEK

JSA DESTINY G
For trying her best to do the right thing.

JSB JOSEPH P
For playing nicely with his friends.

JSC ELJON N
For listening well to Mrs Morton in class.

JSD CASSIE M T
For being helpful and working hard with her writing.

JSE GOW D
For trying really hard with his handwriting.

JSF NAVINDU V
For always trying his best.

JSG JUSTIN C
For trying really hard in class.

JSH MEAYJWOK A
For always doing the right thing.

JSI HUNTER I
For his excellent reading.

JSJ JAY S
For trying his best in all subject areas.

MIDDLE SCHOOL STUDENTS OF THE WEEK

Mr Bowen JAMIE O
For a great start at Emerson.

Miss Harding KARLIS H
For working hard in class.

Mrs Hoek PETAR K
For having a great week.

Mr Jeans BRIANA C
For her excellent effort and attitude on our walk in the Dandenongs.

Mr Mara ASHLEY S
For being a fantastic student.

Mr Marczenko TYLER Mc
For his fantastic work ethic and positive attitude.

Miss Murphy JOSH W
For being helpful to others.

Ms Ryan BAILEY H
For always displaying good manners in the classroom.

Mrs Searle MORSAL S
For being a considerate and friendly student with a great attitude to learn.

Mrs Slusher NIKOLA P
For settling in so well.

Mr Tindal BRODIE H
For going above and beyond.

Miss Yearwood JOSH T
For showing initiative in class.

Juice GEORGE K
For always working well in Friday sport.

Ms Hickox Daniel N
For being responsible & demonstrating great behaviour.
Runners Club

There were lots of milestones made this week at Runners Club with nearly 20 students achieving 50 laps! The students and teachers have been working very hard each morning and it has been fantastic to see the running track full of enthusiastic athletes! This weeks awards go to:

50 Laps

Kaneisha B (JSE), Adi W (JSE), Navindu V (JSF), Justin C (JSG), Matthew C-P (JSG), Sajad K (JSG), Omid M (JSG), Tugberk G (JSG), Thomas T (JSH), Hunter I (JSI), Ally J (JSI), Ethan M-F (JSI), Elouise S (JSI), Celeste B (JSI), Monash O (JSJ), Lachlan P (JSJ), Kaden H (JSJ), Antonio S (JSJ)

Senior Sport

We had another fun time down at the Dandenong Basketball stadium last Friday.

The BULLS came back from a large deficit to pull off a thrilling tie in their first game. Then blew the opposition off the court in their second game.

The ANGLES came up just short against Naranga in a shootout.

To continue our run of close matches the BULL SHARKS won their match 15-12, with our pressure shooting skills getting us over the line.

ASHAN’S interschool sport debut, as part of the mighty VIPERS, helped keep scores tight in their game. In the end however, Naranga proved to be just too strong, winning by 2 points!

MCSI have a blog

We would like to invite you to visit our blog and share the learning in our classroom.

You can visit:


or

use this QR code to visit our blog on your mobile device.